
 
 
Café Mulatto 

 
 
A caravan crossing our new continent arrives 
bringing seasonings to blend 18 mixtures of chai.  
Cinnamon sticks, vanilla beans, open your fingers. 
Nutmeg dust, cardamom seeds, slivers of ginger. 
Allow your tongue to linger, and be delivered 
to the Café Mulatto.  
 
Find the portal where the left bank meets the river. 
Offer alms to the swami there drumming Hindu hip hop jazz on goat skin leather. 
When you enter take a stool and breathe the sweetened aura. 
Clove incense, three dozen cocoa blends, and plenty brown sugar,  
collected samplings of the chocolate diaspora. 
If you sneeze it could mean you are allergic to the future. 
Sample our plat du jour, a masala of the world’s evolving ethnicities. 
Order whatever. Embody any color.  
 
The evening I first arrived I walked back to wash my hands, considering the places they’d been, 
unaware the spices of people you touch stay inside your skin.  
I passed outside through the back of the kitchen, 
found myself wearing sandals in the old city of Jerusalem. 
Before that moment I thought I was only a Jew, but suddenly I could read scripture in Arabic and 

Hebrew. 
Flowing right to left I saw visions of Gabriel both times 
and reading the headlines left the same concave pain at the back of my Semitic mind 

enduring the punctured story of Palestine. 
I had thought myself only a Jew, but then walking through the populated streets 
a Turkish vendor selling pomegranates and lemons, studied my face, 
and claimed to see his own family’s olive oil in my complexion. 
After sundown Friday I walked the gateway around the ancient city walls straddling the shaky 

border between east and west. 
A window to the right revealed bearded Isaac in shawl  
reverent eyes over a Sabbath psalm 
while to the left I heard his distant cousin Ishmael sing with a cup raised after his day of 

devotion. 
And all the Christians are asleep. 
Unity in this so called city of peace is precisely 24 hours off kilter.  
 
Imagine Jesus trying to calibrate the time, or convert water into wine: Does it matter whether we 

name him Jewish teacher, Muslim prophet, Christian savior? 
What color is his outstretched hand in gesture? Bronze, 
the skin tones blended of all generations that have ever existed. 
That’s what a Tibetan monk taught me as I continued drifting 40 days later on a mule drawn 

caravan crossing the mountains near Dharamsala. 
He was sipping jasmine tea and reading The Brothers Karamazov, 
somehow concluding that the phrases spoken inside out of brothers Dmitry, Ivan, and Alyosha 
emit the wisdom of the yoga sutras. 



 
I implored him, Lama, teach me to be literate 
so I can shout God’s call to prayer in 6 languages from the top of a minaret. 
He sent me back to witness the beginning of the original diaspora 
before any holy parchments and language confusion, back by Lake Tanganyika. 
A baby crawled beyond the sight of his mother and traveled up to Ethiopia 

evolving into a man 
who planted a kava bean. 
the first generation of caffeine that spread in time east and west 
to Morocco, Kenya, Java, Brazil, Columbia and Nicaragua,  
colonizing taste buds across the intercontinent. 
I followed the thread through Europe, the Bastille Day revolution in Paris, 
raised a mug next year in old Vienna with Wolfgang Amadeus,  
and then on to America 
where somehow I wandered my way back to this mulatto café, 
the light hours having faded, a mixture of faces in a serenade 
and America had ceased to be any one place.  
America had become the sensation woven in the transition between the melodies of city streets 

and race, 
a textured melody some label hip hop or jazz, or a fusion, the only living language that lets the 

whole world get its shoes on. 
You and I try to locate ourselves within this world, trading stories of our commonality across the 

latitude of the tavern 
finally understanding each of us can adopt Brother Malcolm’s claim 
our global souls inserting an X within the equation of our unfinished names.  
You see everyone is a mulatto now in a world without center. 
So I’m free 
to choose myself.  
What flavors of sound should I brew? 
18 mixtures of chai, three dozen cocoa blends and teas of many colors on the menu. 
I taste everyone in my reflection.  
 
 


